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Abstract: The main objective of this study is to provide information about the effect of the results of football
games on the stock prices of companies the supply resources for football teams. For this purpose, results of
4 active Teams in Iran champions league with stock prices of companies that sponsor these teams and are
working in Tehran Stock Exchange during the years 2009 to 2012 were studied. In this study, Friedman test and
Spearman correlation coefficient was used. The results indicate that with probability of 86.6% there is a
significant correlation between the results of games and the stock price of sponsor companies. But the effect
of games results on stock price of all investigated companies is n't same. In other words, the results of football
games on stock prices of some companies will affect with greater intensity effect but on stock prices of others
will affect with less intensity.
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INTRODUCTION An empirical evidence to substantiate these claims is

In the past, one of the main reasons that encouraged Asian, European, World, Olympic and other matches.
companies to be active in sports arenas, was an Interests arising from advertising in these fields are so
advertising that football teams could present in the much that sometimes these efforts convert to pressure.
country, regional or even global level for their sponsors. Therefore, based on these extensive efforts and pressures
Advertising on football team leads to entering benefits to we can state this hypothesis: The incomes overflow from
sponsors companies because of recognizing the teams. In advertising and increasing consumption of tourists is
other words, if a team become famous in a geographical such as serum that infuse to the tired body of companies
area, this leads to recognizing the sponsors of those in tough economic of 21  century - particular in the crisis
teams and thus will be performed an indirect of the first decade of it. For this reason, many researchers
advertisement for sponsors. But in today's world, the have investigated the effect of sponsoring on stock price
subject of sport advertising is more important or more of sponsor companies.
profitable than before for companies. There are two Another issue that gives double motivation to us to
reasons for this claim. First, football fans - that surely are investigate hypothesis of positive impact of sport
some consumers of sponsor companies goods- are advertising was special features of the location of this
increasing day by day. Second, nowadays the subject of study –that is Iran. We think that this hypothesis will
sport advertising is not limited to indirect recognition confirm in Iran. Because Iranian people always have a
arising from well knowing teams, furthermore advertising widespread and active participation than other countries
directly and broadly is done on team shirts, stadiums and in the sports scenes - especially football game. A case can
city of the tournament that leads to wider coverage of be made on this claim is that; in the most matches, the
people. football  stadiums  are  full  of spectators   in   amount  of

extensive efforts which countries perform to permit doing
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several tens of thousands. Also, the results of football Tufan [4] investigated the impact of World Cup
games are daily subjected in Iranian people discussion. games on the Istanbul Stock Exchange time to time during
Finally, the Iranian media allocate many hours of their the 31 May 2002 to 28 June 2002. The results showed that
programs to sport activities - especially football. This the World Cup games does not effect in the Istanbul
amount of people attention to the results of football Stock Exchange.
games forced companies to alter the place of their Edmans et al. [5] studied the stock market reaction to
advertisement from billboards, placards, radio, TV and etc international football results in 39 countries during the
toward sport teams - especially football. In this context, time span January 1973 to December 2004. The research
the level of consumption resources of some companies results indicate that if football team failed, the stock
were so much so that, in some cases, companies accept to returns on the day after the game is reduced. But, the
provide all expenses of certain teams - usually known success of football team has no impact on stock returns.
teams with a good history or popular- for exclusive Putten [6] in his study that is the same of Edmans et al. [5]
advertising of that team. In other words, they form research,  studied  the  international   football   results  in
football team named that company. 41 countries during the years 1974 to 2011. The results

In this study, sponsors are companies that accept to suggest that football results effect on the stock market
provide all expenses of a football team in the champions price index.
league of Iran. The reason for selection such companies Duque and Ferreira [7] studied stock price
is eliminating the effects of other owners on the performance of football clubs listed in the Lisbon Stock
company's stock price. Exchange. The findings of the study showed there is a

Literature Review: Many researches has been done that of the games.
is relevant to the topic of this study, but so far no
research has been done in Iran that is somewhat related to Research Hypotheses: Many people follow the football
the topic of study. In the following the results of some games in Iran. For this, in most games, the stadiums are
researches that have been done in this field are expressed. packed. Furthermore football games reflected in the media

Hanke and Kirchler [1] investigated the football more than any other sport. This indicates that people are
results on the impact of stock market prices of Jersey strongly interested in football. Due to the football fans
sponsors. Their used data has been collected from the interest, in this study we supposed that sport advertising
results of important football games in Europe during the of  companies  has an effect on the partial behavior of
years 1996 to 2008. The research findings have shown sport fans, so that after winning of teams, under the
that competitions which both teams benefit equally from influence of positive motivation arising from winning,
Jersey supplier, achieve to the positive return. Also, their soccer fans are interested to buy stock of sponsor
results indicate that their failure lead to the negative company and then stock price of these company start to
return. increase. In contrast, the team loss also will be regarded

Astika [2] studied the relationship between the as negative advertisement. That is, a bad feeling will be
football results and Dutch stock markets. The data of this infused team fans and hence the investors who interested
study are the Amsterdam Stock Exchange Price Index and in football will refuse from buying the stock of sponsor.
football results of the Dutch national team in the World Avoiding from buying sponsor stock leads to demand
Cup and the Euro Cup in the period October 1986 to July reduction  and  finally  reduction  in stock price. Finally,
2010. Methods used in this study are the method of the  equality  has  an  effect between winning and losing.
ordinary least squares (OLS) and generalized In other words, it has neutral effect. Consequently, it
autoregressive conditional heteroskedasticity (GARCH) seems that equality should not be effective on the stock
model. Results showed football results have no effect on price of sponsor.
the Dutch stock return. Also, he concluded that the Dutch All above views, are evidences that say the results of
stock market is efficient. football games have effect on the stock price of sponsors.

Ashton et al. [3] in their study studied the effect of Consequently, in order to evaluate this view, we have
success of the England national football team on the designed the following hypotheses.
company’s stock returns during the period January 1984
to July 2002. The research results indicate that good (bad) H : There is a significant and positive relationship
performance of England national football team lead to between the results of the games and changes in the
good (bad) return of market. stock price of companies on the day after the games.

positive relationship between stock prices and the results

1



H : There is no significant relationship between the game results and stock price.0
H : There is a significant relationship between the game results and stock price.1
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H : The price changes in the day after the game according categories of table and has not too high fan. Therefore we2

to the result of the games are the same for all companies. can say that this case has middle and sometimes weak

Research Method
Statistical Population and Sample: Introduction of the Mes Kerman Team: This team also was the member of
Iran Champions League and Active Teams in It: Iran medium team but sometimes went to the top of the table
Champions League consists of 18 teams. In this study, and has participated in the Asian Games in the past. As a
among available teams, we try to enter teams in the result it has the fans and the game power at an
research sample which their supporters are member of intermediate level.
firms listed in Tehran stock exchange. We tried that in our
sample there will be teams with high, medium and low fans Methods of Data Collection: To remove specific economic
and on the other hand there will be strong and weak teams or political events which will be affected on the stock
from the point of rank in the result table. The reason was price of companies, we used four years price changes of
that we wanted to delete the effects of the number of fans these companies - i.e. the years 2009 to 2012. Due to the
and ranks. large selected period, the impact of these events deleted

Statistical sample of present study is consisted of in a large amount.
four teams of the Iran Champions League which their For doing research we used the daily prices of listed
sponsor companies and financial resource supplier are companies in a day before and after football games in the
members of Tehran stock exchange. These teams are Tehran Stock Exchange. In addition, if certain news of the
respectively included: Tractor Sazi Tabriz, Sepahan company has been released simultaneity with playing
Esfahan, Foolad Khuzestan and Mes Kerman. game, that game and its price data were excluded from the

As can be seen, in Iran each of the teams are examined data sets.
accompanied by the name of their biggest financial
sponsor company. That is, "Tractor Sazi team" is Methods   of    Data  Analysis,    Hypotheses   Testing:
representative of Tractor Sazi company, "Foolad For data  analysis  and  hypotheses   testing,   a  variety
Mobarakeh Sepahan team" representative of Foolad of  statistical  models  have  been  studied.  Investigation
Mobarakeh Esfahan company, "Foolad Khuzestan team" of  the  first  hypothesis  is  the  first  step  of  analysis
representative of Foolad Khuzestan company then and and if this hypothesis is rejected, it is not needed to
"Mes Kerman team" is representative of Mes Kerman examine the second hypothesis of research. So we should
company. be very careful in choosing the research model. Selected

Tractor Sazi Team: In fans view, Tractor Sazi team is the correlation coefficient that its hypotheses and model are
one of the most popular Iranian team. For a long time it as follows:
was in the first set (Azadegan cup is one level lower then
Champions League) and then it went to the Champions
League. It progressed day to day within 2009 to 2012 so
that it has brought itself from the bottom ranks of
Champions League table to the top of the table, so in the And data analysis model is as follows:
2011-2012 season was the league runner (gold medalist).
Therefore it can be concluded that this member of our
sample have a good game power and great fan. E  = 0

Sepahan Esfahan Team: In recent years this team was one
of the championship contenders and in the Asian Games
got also acceptable results. Therefore it converted to one
of the poles in the football of Iran. So this team has a
strong management and in terms of game play and power,
has an excellent rank. n = Size of statistical sample

Foolad Khuzestan Team: Most of the time it was in the = Average of Spearman rank correlation
middle of the table and sometimes there was in last = Variance of Spearman rank correlation [8].

game power and has not very fan.

model to test the first hypothesis is Spearman's rank

(rs)

r = Spearman rank correlation coefficients



H : The effect of games results on every company price is not the same.0
H : The effect of games results on every company price is the same.1
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If the first hypothesis accepted with reasonable
confidence, we will investigate the second hypothesis -
i.e.  the  same  effects  of  results for different companies
(Is the effect of Foolad winning on the stock price of
Foolad Company equal to the Sepahan winning effect on
the stock price of Sepahan Company?). To examine this
hypothesis also is used Friedman test that its hypotheses
and model are as follows:

And data analysis model is as follows:

X = Chi-square2

R = Sum of squared ranks2
J

k = Number of attendance
n = Number of blocks [8].

Research Findings: Table (1) shows the descriptive data
of investigated sample, especially the mean of price
difference in the days before and after the games for each
company during the three competitions season from 2009
until early 2012.

Table 1: The mean of price difference in the days before and after the games

Teams Wins mean Equals mean Losses mean

Tractor Sazi 1873 -342 869

Sepahan 1097 18 390

Foolad Khuzestan 1907 3074 1647

Mes Kerman 1486 132 1170

In the first hypothesis investigate the relationship
between game results and stock price changes of
companies  in  the  days after the games. As shown in
Table (2), the results indicate that there is a significant
and positive relationship between game results and stock
price statistically with 86.6% confidence. So the first
hypothesis can be approved which indicates there is a
significant and positive relationship between game results
and stock price changes of companies in the days after
the games.

The research   second   hypothesis   states  that
price changes in the day after the game according to the
result of the game are the same for all companies.
According to the results listed in Table (3) is determined
that the effect of games results are not the same for every
company and the results affect on the teams in different
intensity. Thus, the research second hypothesis is
rejected.

Table 2: Spearman correlation test
x y Rating x Rating y Squared difference of ranks

Tractor Sazi 1873 Win 10 10.5 0.25
Sepahan 1097 Win 6 10.5 20.25
Foolad Khuzestan 1907 Win 11 10.5 0.25
Mes Kerman 1486 Win 8 10.5 6.25
Tractor Sazi -342 Equal 1 6.5 30.25
Sepahan 18 Equal 2 6.5 20.25
Foolad Khuzestan 3074 Equal 12 6.5 30.25
Mes Kerman 132 Equal 3 6.5 12.25
Tractor Sazi 869 Loss 5 2.5 6.25
Sepahan 390 Loss 4 2.5 2.25
Foolad Khuzestan 1647 Loss 9 2.5 42.25
Mes Kerman 1170 Loss 7 2.5 20.25
Total 191
Spearman correlation coefficient 0.3321
E 0(Rs)

v 0.0909Rs

z 86.60% That is, the results and prices are dependent with 86.6% confidence.

Table 3: Friedman test
Tractor Sazi Rank Sepahan Rank Foolad Khuzestan Rank Mes Kerman Rank

Win 1873 4 1097 3 1907 1 1486 2
Equal -342 4 18 3 3074 1 132 2
Loss 869 3 390 4 1647 1 1170 2
Total 11 10 3 6
Squared of sums 121 100 9 36
Friedman test 8.2 Hypothesis H  is rejected at 5% error level0
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